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1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose A is an n x n matrix over the field of real numbers. A is 
called totally nonnegative (totally positive) if all minors of all orders 
are nonnegative (positive). We say that A is oscillatory if A is totally 
nonnegative and a power of A is totally positive. If each of A = (aij) 
and B = (bij) is an n x n matrix, the Hadamard product of A and B, 
denoted A * B, is the n x ?z matrix A * B = (ai3bLj). 
First we show, in Section 2, that the set of tridiagonal, oscillatory 
matrices of order n form a semigroup with respect to the operation of 
Hadamard product. Then, in Section 3, determinantal bounds are obtained 
for the Hadamard product of tridiagonal, oscillatory matrices. These 
bounds are analogous to results of Oppenheim [4] and Schur [5] on the 
class of positive definite matrices. 
We shall need the following theorems in our work. 
THEOREM A. Sz@pose A is a totally nonnegative matrix. Then A is 
oscillatory if and only if det(A) > 0 and aij > 0 for Ii - jl < 1 [l, p. 1051. 
THEOREM B. Suppose A is a tridiagonal matrix. Then A is totally 
nonnegative if and only if 
(i) all the principal minors are nonnegative, and 
(ii) all the elements on the superdiagonal and subdiagonal are non- 
negative [l, p. 1001. 
THEOREM C. For any 2 x 2 partitioning of the n x n totally non- 
negative matrix A as 
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where A,, is square of orderp (1 <p < n), we have det(A) <det(A,,) det(A,,). 
The conditions for equality may be found in [Z, p. 4501. Moreover, if 
A is oscillatory, then strict inequality holds above and det(A) < nrEr aii. 
2. THE HADAMARD PRODUCT OF TRIDIAGONAL, OSCILLATORY MATRICES 
Throughout we shall assume that all matrices are tridiagonal of order 
n. Let A,_i (1 < i < n) denote the principal submatrix of A obtained 
by deleting rows and columns 1, 2, . . . , i. Moreover, A(i,, . . . , i,lj,, . . . , jk) 
denotes the minor of A contained in rows i,, . . . , i, and columns ir, iz, . . . , jli. 
We state first two lemmas without proof since the two statements 
are immediate. 
LEMMA 1. Su@ose each of A and B is an oscillatory matrix. Then 
det(A * B) = a,,!~,, det(C), wlzere C = A,_, * E and E is the tridiagonal 
matrix 
E= 
b a$2a21 . b12b21 
22 
b 
alla22 b 
23 0 . . . 0 
11 
b 32 b 33 b,, . . . 0 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . b n, i 
= (eij). (1) 
LEMMA 2. The matrix E defined in (1) is oscillatory. 
Throughout the remainder of this paper, E will denote the matrix 
defined in (1). 
THEOREM 1. Let S denote the set of n-square, tridiagonal totally non- 
negative matrices, and let S, denote the subset of S of oscillatory matrices. 
The S is a commutative semigroup with respect to the operation of Hadamard 
$roduct, and S, is a subsemigroup of S. 
Proof. First we show that, if each of A and B is an element of S, 
the A * B is in S. 
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If A and B are of order 2, then all minors of order 1 of A * B are 
nonnegative, and det(A * B) > (nfzl uii) det(B) 3 0. Thus A * B is 
totally nonnegative. 
Suppose the result holds for matrices of order k < n, and let A and 
B be elements of S. Since A * B is a tridiagonal matrix, it is sufficient 
to show that all principal minors of A * B are nonnegative by Theorem B. 
The matrix associated with any principal minor of A * B of order k < n 
can be expressed as the Hadamard product of the principal submatrix 
of A of order k and a principal submatrix of B of order k. These principal 
submatrices are totally nonnegative and, by the inductive hypothesis, 
their Hadamard product is totally nonnegative. Thus we must show 
that det(A * B) > 0. 
Now, if al, = 0, then each element of the first row or the first column 
is 0 in A, and the same configuration appears in A * B. It follows that 
det(A :k B) = 0. Similarly, if either u2a = 0 or b,, = 0, then det(A x: B) = 
0. Suppose ar,a,,b,, # 0. By Lemma 1, we have det(A * B) = a,,b,, * 
det(C), where C = A,_, 8 E. Both A,_, and E are totally nonnegative, 
tridiagonal matrices of order z - 1. By the inductive hypothesis, C = 
A n_-l * E is totally nonnegative, and det(C) > 0. Then det(A * B) = 
allb,, det(C) 3 0, and A * B is an element of S. 
Associativity and commutativity of elements of S are immediate. 
Suppose A and B are elements of S,. Since each of A and B is a 
tridiagonal oscillatory matrix, then A * B is totally nonnegative by the 
preceding proof. Moreover, aijbij > 0 for Ii - jl > 1. That det(A * B) > 0 
follows by noting that the results above for totally nonnegative matrices 
hold with strict inequality for oscillatory matrices using Lemmas 1 and 
2 and [2, p. 4521. By Theorem A, A B B is an oscillatory matrix, and 
S, is a subsemigroup of S. 
3. SOME DETERMINANTAL BOUNDS 
THEOREM 2. Su@$ose each of A and B is a tridiagonal oscillatory 
matrix of order n 3 2. Then det(A * B) > max {(ny=r aii) det(B); 
(flLE= 4 det(A)}. 
Proof. We show first that det(A * B) > (nrzl a,,) det B. If the 
order of A and B is 2, then 
det(A * B) = ariaz&&, - a,,~&ab~, 
> ar,a,,(b,rb,, - br2b2J = (J& G) det B. 
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Suppose the theorem holds for matrices of order k < n, and let A 
and B be tridiagonal oscillatory matrices of order n. Then det(A * B) = 
arlb,, det(A,_i * E) by Lemma 1. 
det(A * B) > a,,%, FJ ii [( * a )detE] by the inductive hypothesis 
=(fJaii) [ b,, det(B,_,) - ~~a~b~blz det(B,_s) 
11 22 11 1 
[b,, det(B,-1) - b12b2, deWn-2)1 
Interchanging the roles of A and B, we have det(A * B) > (ny=i bii) . 
det(A). The result now follows. Theorem 2 is analogous to a result of 
Oppenheim [4]. 
COROLLARY 2.1. If each of A and B is an oscillatory tridiagonal matrix 
of order n > 2, then det(A * B) > det(A) det(B). 
This follows immediately from Theorem 2 and the fact that det(A) < 
ns=i a,, (see Section 1). 
THEOREM 3. Sufipose each of A and B is a tridiagonal oscillatory 
matrix. Then 
Proof. If n = 2, a simple calculation shows that equality holds in (2). 
Now assume that the theorem holds for matrices of order k < n, and 
let each of A and B be a tridiagonal oscillatory matrix of order n. 
Let 
a22 
u12u21 
'23 0 . . . 
a11 
C= 
a32 a33 a34 . . . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 . . . . . . . . . . . 
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and let D be defined in a manner similar to C in terms of the elements 
of the matrix B. 
We observe that 
det(A) = a,, det(C) (3) 
and 
det(B) = b,, det(D). (4) 
Now we have 
det(A * B) + det(A) ’ det(B) = a,,b,,(det(d._l * E) + det C. det D}; (5) 
thus it is necessary to show 
(6) 
Since the left-hand side of (6) is equal to 
[det(C *D) + det(C) det(D)] + det(A,_r *E) - det(C x D), (7) 
we will work with (7) instead of (6). 
Now C and D are oscillatory matrices of order n - 1; so, by the 
inductive assumption, we have 
det(C rli D) + det(C) det(D) 
Moreover, it is true that 
det(A,_, *E) - det(C *D) 
2 a,2a,,b,gb,, 
@,, I det(A,_2 * Be,). (9) 
This identity follows by noting that the only elements which differ in 
their respective positions in A,_, * E and C * D occur in the (1, 1) position. 
The left-hand side of (9) can be written as a single determinant such 
that the first column consists of binomial elements and the remaining 
columns agree with the respective columns of A,_r * E. 
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Using (8) and (9) and rearranging terms, we have 
det(C * D) + det(C) det(D) + det(A,_, * E) - det(C *D) 
+ f?!$ I I( b,, _ !!fk ) &(A,_, 11 * Bn-2) -(fi aii)detCDI} 
a22 a12a21 
a11 ) 
det(A,_, * B n-2) 
Now 
{(b22 - 3:+) W&-2 * fL-2) - (fi aii) dW4) 
> {(hf, - y)(fiai,)dct(bl,-2) - (Qaii)detD} 
=(~~a~~){(b22-$$)det(B,.j-det(D)}>0 (11) 
by the statement following Theorem C. 
Similarly, we can show that 
~{(a22-_)det(A,_2*B,,) -(fib,i)det(C)}>O. (12) 
Finally, using (lo), (ll), and (12), we have 
det(C * D) + det(C) det(D) + det(A,_r * E) - det(C * D) 
>(fiaiI)det(D) + (fib~~)dWJ. 
Combining our results, it follows that 
det(A * B) + det(A) * det(B) 
(13) 
= a,,b,,{deV +I * E) + det(C) - det(D)) by (5) 
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by (3) and (4). 
The proof is complete. 
It is worth noting that the bound of Theorem 3 is sharper than the 
bound of Theorem 2 for det(A * B). The preceding theorem is analogous 
to a result of Schur [5] on the class of positive definite matrices. 
4. CONCLUSION 
The results of Theorem 1 are not valid for the class of n x n oscillatory 
matrices. For example, if 
A=(! ‘! ‘y”) and B=(i?:d Iii It). 
then each of A and B is oscillatory, but A * B fails to maintain this 
property. 
Other examples can be constructed in which Theorem 1, 2, and 3 
are valid; e.g., matrices of type D (see [3]). Indeed, it would be interesting 
to find a unified treatment of these theorems for the class of positive 
definite matrices and the subclass of oscillatory matrices for which the 
theorems are valid. 
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